
15-744 Computer Networks (Fall 2011)

Homework 1

Due: Sep. 26th, 2011, 3:00PM (in class)
Name:

Andrew ID:

September 18, 2011

1. Ethernet has a minimum packet size to guarantee that collisions are detected. This problem considers
an Ethernet-like medium to explore how the minimum packet size is chosen.

(a) How does a minimum packet size help detect collisions?

(b) Assume the speed of propagation through copper Ethernet wire is 2 ∗ 108 m/s . If the maximum
size of your network is 500 m, and you transmit data at 100 Mbits/s what is the minimum packet
size needed to detect collisions?

(c) Being a brilliant CMU graduate, you figure out how to create a Ethernet wire that carries data at
the speed of light (3 ∗ 108 m/s). What is the new minimum packet size for your network?

(d) Your boss wants you to upgrade the network from 100 Mbits/s to Gigabit (1000 Mbits/s). What
are the two ways that you can change the network to handle this new speed.
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2. An Autonomous System (AS) claims that it “owns” an IP CIDR block such as 128.2.0.0/16 by advertising
a path to 128.2.0.0/16 that has only the single number in its AS Path. For example, CMU’s routers claim
to own the block 128.2.0.0/16 by advertising a route to this block with AS Path 9. There is nothing,
however, to prevent two different Autonomous Systems from both claiming to own the same IP address,
although one of the routers must be mistaken.

(a) Explain why even if this happens, the BGP protocol prevents cycles from forming in BGP routing
tables.

(b) Suppose that a router in AS 9 (Carnegie Mellon) mistakenly claims that it owns CIDR block
18.0.0.0/8 (M.I.T.) by advertising a route to 18.0.0.0/8 with AS Path 9. What are the consequences
of this? Recall that one of the principles of BGP is that a router should only advertise the path
that it considers the best path to a destination.

(c) Suppose AS 9 thinks that AS 3 drops too many packets. Using only BGP, is it possible for AS 9
to implement a policy stating that “traffic outbound from my AS should not cross AS 3?” Why or
why not?

(d) Now suppose AS 9 thinks that AS 3 generates a lot of illegal file sharing traffic. Using only BGP,
is it possible for AS 9 to implement a policy stating that, “I don’t want to carry traffic from 3 to
my customers?” Why or why not? Assume that AS 9 does not want to deny transit to traffic from
any other AS.
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3. In the network depicted below:

Peer−Peer

AS Y AS Z
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Customer−>Provider

which paths may packets take between a pair of end-hosts under valley-free routing?

T F x1 → AS X → AS U → AS W → w1

T F v1 → AS V → AS Y → AS Z → AS W → w1

T F v1 → AS V → AS Y → AS Z → z1

T F x1 → AS X → AS Y → AS Z → z1
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4. In this problem, you will get experience using ethereal (or wireshark) to do real network packet analysis.
Packet traces are useful for debugging and understanding the packet-level behavior of network protocols,
among other things.

Although many CMU machines may already have ethereal installed, you will need to find a Unix machine
that you have admin access on in order to capture packets on that machine. Alternatively, you can
download wireshark ( http://www.wireshark.org ) and install it on your local Unix machine. You may
have to run the program with administrator privileges (e.g. sudo ethereal) to obtain access to the network
interfaces. Please contact us if you have any problems finding a machine to run ethereal or wireshark
on.

In this problem, we would like you to use ethereal/wireshark to obtain TCP sequence and delay plots
for the capture of a large file.

We would like for you to do the following:

• Run ethereal / wireshark and be able to capture network traffic.

• Capture the download of any suitably large file. You may use any file, but the file should take at
least 5 seconds to download.

Based on the resulting packet capture:

(a) Generate a TCP sequence plot based on the traffic generated by downloading the file. Highlight
where losses occur during the transfer.

(b) Generate a packet delay plot, showing the per-packet delay as a function of the sequence number.
(Hint: Statistics rightarrow TCP Stream Graph rightarrow Round Trip Time Graph).
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